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FOLLOWING FLAGS: EXPERIMENTAL MASS PRODUCTION
IN THE BORDERLANDS

Abstract
This article analyzes a series of interventions and performances by the Comité Magonista Tierra
y Libertad (2016-present) based around the flag of the 1911 Magonista Revolution. We trace
the semiotic and symbolic functions ascribed to flags, how the production and enactment of this
flag, the Tierra y Libertad, eludes those descriptions, and and how the flag participates in forming the apparatus of its own reproduction. We follow this process of reproduction through two
modes of performance, the production line and the street performance, focusing on the different
collaborations that the enactment of this flag opened up. In analyzing how the production of the
flag becomes a mode of its performance, we turn back to understand how these experiments help
clarify “genre” and “agencement” as aesthetic concepts and how the produced flag displays itself
as a “hinge”, a form of experimental intervention which distributes participants in relation to each
other, and to the territory on which they perform.
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1. the magonista revolution
In January of 1911, a small army crossed the US-Mexico border and captured the town
of Mexicali. This collection of trade unionists, anarcho-communists, immigrant dock
workers and indigenous fighters were organized in Los Angeles by the revolutionary
Mexican exile Ricardo Flores Magón. These “Magonistas” spent the spring carrying out
guerilla war until, on May 9, they captured the border city of Tijuana. There, they raised
their flag over the barracks. White text on red background, it said: Tierra y Libertad 1.
This revolution was short-lived. By the 22nd of June, the army had been defeated and
the flag removed.
The Magonista revolution failed to spread, but not its flag or its slogan. A full historical account of the slogan lies outside the scope of this paper, but 1911 is a turning
point. It was here that the demand for “land and freedom” escaped its origins in Russian
serfdom and Spanish social democracy and entered armed revolutionary struggle. It will
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follow this line through the long Twentieth century, in the southern Mexican armies of
Emiliano Zapata, the Kenyan Land and Freedom Army, the anarchists of the Spanish
Civil War, and the Zapatistas in contemporary Chiapas. Flown around the world, the flag
was largely forgotten in Tijuana.
This flag and its manifold relations became the object of our arts-based research.
For the past four years, we have conducted a series of interventions organized around this
flag and performed collectively as the Comité Magonista Tierra y Libertad, attempting to
restore this line to the Tijuana-San Diego border zone. In this text, we articulate how the
flag operated within our research as a semiotic element, an experimental spur, and a hinge,
generating new spatial and material relationships and opening experiments in meaning
production. We will concentrate on two modes of flag-usage we have pursued in our artbased research: the production of the flag, and its performance in public spaces.

2. flag communication
In what sense are flags communicative? Roland Barthes’ famous example of myth on
the cover of Paris Match, a Burkinabé youth saluting an imagined French flag, elegantly
captures the two ways flags have been theorized: Totem and Icon2. Totemic analysis,
following Durkheim, understands the flag as a sacred representation of shared traditions
and interpenetrating obligations, affirming ethnos through rituals of acknowledgment3.
Iconic analysis understands flags as polysemic signifiers, fields of possible signification
which send various meaningful attachments, then coordinate and distribute the receivers
who respond4. Tierra y Libertad fits awkwardly in these literatures which emphasize
the flag as a national flag and assumes flags to be understood as observed, rather than
produced or held aloft.
Strictly semiotic accounts of flags acknowledge systems like semaphore, but frequently return to the nation-state flag, a synthesis between the ethnic totem, the battle
flag, and the Enlightenment-era Republican tricouleurs5. These flags are understood as
the symbolic representation of a citizenry which holds popular sovereignty, and as such,
necessitates exclusion6. For Thomas Eriksen, an essential flag capacity is border demar2
R. Barthes, “Myth Today”, translated by J. Cape, 215-274 (225-226), in Mythologies, New York: Hill
and Wang, 2012.
3
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cation: “[A]mbiguity must vanish at the boundary. Most border crossings in the world
are marked with flagpoles on both sides. There should be no doubt as to which side you
are on”7.
This doubt is one of our animating principles. Our site is the confused border region of San Diego and Tijuana, the point where California is cut in two. Our collective
is international and internationalist. The revolution of the Magonistas took the borderline as its battlefield, planning and executing raids by playing off national officials on
both sides, by taking refuge one day in the US, the next in Mexico. The Magonistas
themselves were all border-crossers of one kind or another; African-American, Indigenous, Italian, Welsh, Swedish, a collection of colonized peoples and immigrants. In a
real sense, sloppy delineation and easy crossing were the conditions of the revolution,
not what it sought to abolish. Emerging from that crossing, Tierra y Libertad carries
within it the same displacement, the refusal of the boundaries that totemic flags presume to mark.
The second divergence from the literature is moving the flag from “observed” to
“produced”. An observed flag is a collection of qualities, more-or-less arbitrary signifiers of identity. The analysis of flags as produced takes up the materialist semiotics of the
early Twentieth century, when the phrase was emerging. Writing on the role of the Iskra
newspaper in the fomenting of revolution, Vladimir Lenin described his newspaper as
“not only a collective propagandist and a collective agitator, but also a collective organiser […] The mere technical task of regularly supplying the newspaper with copy and of
promoting regular distributions will necessitate a network of local agents of the united
party[…]”8. As Lenin was starting Iskra, the Flores Magón brothers were starting their
own radical newspaper, Regeneración, along similar lines: turning the poetics of revolutionary exhortation away from “mere” enthusiastic affects and toward the coordination
of material into an organized, insurrectionary apparatus9.
In both displacements, there is a deflation of semiotic borders (here/there, signifier/
signified) in favor of a flag as the impetus for new articulations. The production line
furthers this displacement by making composers of signs “inter-semiotic” rather than
meaning-originating. The basic design of the Tierra y Libertad lends itself to this kind of
observation, composed solely of background color and foreground text. If laying letters
in paint or fabric can be called “writing”, it takes a crew of people hours to accomplish
what an individual could do in a few seconds. Our intervention was to organize a situation of production where this writing is slowed down and observed in the aesthetic,
political and social conjunctions it inhabits. We use this slowness to observe how this
kind of writing interacts with the background conditions of communicative practice,
while also documenting the way our collective diversity of significations congeals into
established aesthetic and semiotic patterns which could be taken up by subsequent productions. In other words, by inserting ourselves within the sign at the point of physical
production, we attend to the coordination of people and things in space through the
making of signs rather than coordination of thoughts across time through the conveyance of signifieds.
The produced flag is not a signifier of a demand, but demand’s indication. Our
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interventions sever the recipient from the act of demanding. The flag demands from noone, but maintains its rhetorical structure in order to produce a collectivity of those-whodemand. This structure is the production, where the call for Tierra y Libertad re-iterates,
literally, in each new flag. By turning the flag from medium to occasion for mediation,
our aesthetic experiments move from the object to the line. Removing the terminal recipient who might remedy our lack of tierra y libertad makes the demanding collective
into an assembly line of flight, tracing flags toward their autonomous trajectories.

3. production line
The initial conception of the project was to produce a whirlwind of flag variations, intended to spread as far as possible10. Then, as now, everyone involved has the power to
design their own version of the flag. As we produced more flags, across colors, forms,
media, languages, typefaces and content, we expected participants would develop an eye
for the normally-implicit aesthetic forces that were gathering coherence. We planned
interviews where our collaborators would reflect on the flag as a family resemblance
and review the variations in our production, as well as those from the twentieth century
social movements which took Tierra y Libertad as their mark. Each version could then
be categorized according to that participant’s sense of how closely each version hewed
to their conception of the flag, to identify which qualities negated or deviated from a
design from that set.
It turned out the interview apparatus was unnecessary. Production generated its
own evaluative criteria. Once a group of flags existed, each new flag came with a choice:
follow or deviate from an earlier design. As these choices accumulated, aesthetic strains
started to emerge. By tracing qualities like color or technique as they were repeated or
discarded, the flags formed a corpus and a genealogy of the group’s identifications. Two
examples demonstrate how this worked.
In an early flag production event, we were preparing for a batch of sewn, fabric
flags. The work was either measuring and cutting letters in white fabric, or measuring
and cutting the red base. As boring and literally formal work, one response that emerged
was the Avant-Garde gesture: “Betray the form! Rupture the prison of the 4:3 rectangle!” One or two flags emerged, but when the Avant-Gardeistes took up their next design, these looked more like the original. When it was time to pick the flags up and carry
them, most of these experiments were left behind. We could see there was something
essentially rectangular about this flag, as we encountered it.
Color was another clear aesthetic development. The original flag was red fabric
with white letters. Given that the Magonistas were anarchists, it seemed appropriate to
expand the flag’s palette to include black. One run of painted flags, red letters on black
flag, was completed, along with a large sewn flag, black letters on white flag. Unlike the
Avant-Garde gestures, neither of these were fully alien. The black-and-white flag was
flown at rallies and fit with other flags but it wasn’t taken up as frequently in subsequent
productions. Everyone felt comfortable carrying it, but not reproducing it, as if we understood a need for a black and white flag, but not more than one. Similarly, the run of
red lettering on black flags was intelligible as the Tierra y Libertad, but less reproduced
than a direct inversion of the original, red lettering on a white flag. There is a certain
10
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part-whole logic here. The original flag was dichromatic, perhaps the aggregate of its
instances made most sense as two colors rather than three.
Figure 1 - Detail from “Tierra y Libertad Installation” at Making & Doing ICA 2017
[photo by Grant Leuning]

Early productions assumed it was our task to proliferate as many forms of the flag as
possible. This it had in common with the literature on flags detailed above, a notion of
the flag as a polysemic field of attachments. As our colors and shapes and flag coalesced,
what emerged was different. Aesthetic regularities were passing through the different producers, as if our flags were sand on a Chladni plate, detecting wavelengths which had not
been organized or made explicit. When one of our number, Alfredo Araujo, showed up
with spray paint and stencils carved from old x-rays, the logic of mass production immediately clicked. Rather than work on new designs, we started to get in a rhythm with
each other’s production, painting to the speed of the cut, draping to the speed of the paint,
and then sharing the wait as the flags dried. This was more like dance than visual art. As
our attention moved from design to rhythm, the flag was no longer the center of the work
but became that peripheral element, the performative enactment of the collectivity that it
presumed to symbolize. We had come to Lenin’s conception of materialist media, and our
production line offered itself up to be analyzed as a performative speech act, a collective
utterance which may have resulted in a flag but was itself the object to be analyzed.
Certain events were clarified once we staged the production in this way. The
Avant-Garde gesture, for instance, failed because this flag, in this milieu, was collective and generative, while experimental forms were individual and sterile. Once alert to
the weak affordances of individual expression in this flag, we could better understand
the relative failure of less overtly transgressive variations like painting by hand. Between the cutting and spraying standardized letters and painting one’s own, the former
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was more reproduced. One explanation was the change in the form of the lettering.
Hand-painted flags looked like signatures and signatures implied an owner. Supposing
we had all hand-painted our own flag and it came time to march; should I pick up my
own, or yours? Either answer would reinforce the categories “mine and yours” and was
badly fit to both the boundary-crossing of the flag and the experience of its production.
Conversely, collectively-painted flags could wave “together”, by whoever chose to pick
them up, with no special qualities or privileges assigned.

4. street lines
As we focused on the possibility of this production line as a stage production, one that
both theorized the aesthetics of the flag at a systematic level and enacted itself at the
enunciative level, we began to stage the assembly lines themselves11. In a busy arcade in
downtown Tijuana or at a community college in San Diego12, we set up our tables and
paint and stencils and went to work. In this space, the flag was an invitation to passersby
to inquire “what are you making?” and then to participate by taping tables, cutting letterforms, writing, painting or stenciling.
After figuring out how to make a flag in public, the next step was taking the flag
out on the street. By shifting to performance production, we had to become familiar with
the support practices needed for flags to display meaningfully. One of the first things we
understood was that we had no idea how to wave a flag, especially a big one. And most
important, not all of us were willing to accommodate our bodies to somehow allow the
flag to move like it’s supposed to. Some of us, maybe out of shyness (it’s not easy to
wave a flag on the street) preferred the small ones. But some of us took up the challenge
to try and really wave the flag, which is the same as saying that some of us were able to
let the flag move our body so that it could wave and flitter and even make that special
(and very pleasing) whoosh sound. That’s when the flag gets noticed.
This diversity of encounter is built into the material framework of the flag. There
is no land in which to plant our flagpole so instead we perform a space for the flags. As
our assembly line became a line of marchers, the flag acted as a “hinge” between the two
lines, production and parade, unsettling the normative centricity of a flagpole. The moment of attraction is not a multiplicity of interpretations spiraling out from a vanguard of
artists, it was the enacted multiplicity of the assembly line and the parade which draws
people in, not to a center, but to a seam, that functions also as a hinge.
The flag, especially one as ambiguous as ours, when it is being waved in the street,
does not send a message. First, it creates situations, and hinges them together. One such
hinge is between the body of the flag and the flag waver, forming an agencement, an
assemblage that acts13. Another is the effect on the immediate location when it is being
11
For an account of assembly lines as aesthetic sites, see A. Pittman, “Dis-Assembly Lines: Gestures,
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agency. See J. Phillips, “Agencement/Assemblage”, Theory, Culture & Society, 23, 2-3 (2006): 108-109. DOI:
10.1177/026327640602300219
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waved. As a visual fluttering magnet, it calls attention. Some people try to ignore it
or avoid looking at it, others play along. For those who engage with its call, there is a
question of what Lauren Berlant calls the “genre” of the situation as a “scene of convergence14. We usually receive a lot of calls when parading on the street in an effort to
define this “genre”. The usual question is ontological: what are you in relationship to
me? We get confused with political parties (“No, sir, we do not belong to any party, we
are respectable citizens”) or sports aficionados (“What team are you waving for?”). People bring in other semiotic kinships and yell ¡Viva Villa! (wrong revolutionary but right
time frame) or ¡Viva Zapata! (who also used, and popularized, the slogan in Southern
Mexico). And there’s always someone who sees the flag as a demand, with a recipient
(“Who are we rallying against?”). Whatever the answer, the flag is almost a gentle trap,
allowing us to start a conversation about the blurry semiotic dimensions of Tierra y
Libertad. The attempt to define the genre of the situation starts a discussion about what
Tierra y Libertad means in a border nowadays. Instead of defining, it articulates the
existing zone of indetermination where we can exchange stories and interpretations15.
In this hinged opening, the flag is a catalyst for challenges and surprises. One of our
closest collaborators, for example, joins our lines but resists the flag itself because of her
local associations: she lived for several years in Venezuela. Or the Tijuanan who taught
us that “This is your Land” was what the soldiers told you after making you dig your own
grave, just before they shot you. Or our chance encounter with a militant neo-Magonista,
Miguel Angel Asiain Olivares, unrelated to our group, who spontaneously joined our procession and, much to our astonishment and joyful surprise, was a true artist of flag waving.

5. furrows
During the “We All Sleep Today” intervention in 2016, in which we handed out blankets
to people who were preparing to sleep on the street, a group of dancers from the Centro
de Danza y Producción Escénica de BC joined us. Starting from central Tijuana and accompanied by an ambulatory guitar concert by musician Xavier Vilaplana, we planned to
head to the edge of Downtown and hand out the blankets. The dancers took the challenge.
At first, they didn’t know what to do with the flags they were carrying. Their movements
were awkward, the busy thoroughfares daunting. They began disbanding. There was an
alternation of solo moments (Damián Criollo from Ecuador, for example, stood still, holding the flag in the midst of traffic, while cars passed him by) and then regrouping. Certain movements were imitated synchronously after which they broke out in a frenzy of
flag-waving (as in our flag-making process, alternating between the communal and the
individual). The best moments came when they started using the flag in unorthodox ways.
We had previously agreed to stop waving flags as we headed into the city to hand out the
blankets, out of respect for the people who needed them. When we came back to the main
thoroughfares, the dancers laid down on the pavement and cuddled, producing a human
mass that used the flags as a blanket. Following Damián, the rest of the dancers stood in
front of a row of cars during a stoplight and started using the flags as if they were digging
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something out of the pavement, against the cars, against the headlights. One of them told
me they were using the flags as if they were plowing the earth.
Figure 2 - “Plowing the Flags”, part of We All Sleep Today / Hoy Todos Dormimos 2016
[Photo by Yadira Gutiérrez]

6. flags in motion
We have described Tierra y Libertad as an impetus, an index, an occasion, an organizer,
a prop, a convergence, a situation, a zone of indetermination, a synchronizer, a blanket,
a plow. Historical and socio-political research, media theory, and an embodied artistic practice have allowed us to partially unfold this flag in its manifold cultivations of
meaning and relation. And yet, it remains essentially a flag, something to be followed.
Followed, in the ordinary sense that the flag dragged us back and forth across the border, and in the sense of the logical order of the agencement of this type of experiment.
Michael Billig gave his “banal nationalism” an evocative image: “not a flag which is
being consciously waved with fervent passion [but] the flag hanging unnoticed on the
public building”16. Our experiments differ from that architectural flag because our genre
is mobility, not an identity or semiotic pole to gather around, but an assembly line of
flight shooting off into the distance. Rather than future possibilities, mobility solicits
us already into action: making more, picking up, following farther, and being-enacted
by the flag as its authors. Tierra y Libertad doesn’t hang, it hinges, drawing us toward
the line of the border, folding us into relationships with each other and the territory we
inhabit, liberating both to the new relations already alive beneath the dirt.

16
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